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Means that we’ve formally 
verified that the transformation 
is semantics-preserving



Verified Compiler Stack
• We present VOQC, our Verified Optimizer for Quantum 

Circuits, which is built on top of SQIR, our Small 
Quantum Intermediate Representation


• Implemented in 8000 lines of Coq code, with 1500 for 
core SQIR and the rest for program transformations


• 400 lines of standalone OCaml code for parsing and 
translating OpenQASM


• We extract VOQC to OCaml and compile it to a binary, so 
using VOQC doesn’t require knowledge of Coq or OCaml
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SQIR

• Syntax


• Semantics assumes a global register of size d 
• A unitary program corresponds to a unitary matrix of 

size 

• A non-unitary program corresponds to a function 

between density matrices of size 

2d × 2d

2d × 2d
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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{�skip�}d(�) = �{�P1; P2�}d(�) = ({�P2�}d ○ {�P1�}d)(�)
{�U �}d(�) = nU od × � × nU o†d{�meas q P1 P2�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�0�q�0� × � × �0�q�0�)+ {�P1�}d(�1�q�1� × � × �1�q�1�)

Figure 4. s��� density matrix semantics, assuming a global
register of size d .

Since the density matrix semantics denotes programs as
functions over matrices, we say that two programs P1 and
P2 are equivalent if for every input �, {�P1�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�).
3.3 Example
Recall the GHZ preparation example from Section 2. The
following Coq function GHZ recursively constructs an n-qubit
s��� program in the base set (i.e., a value of type ucom base
n) that prepares the GHZ state. It is similar to the PyQuil
program in Figure 1(c).
Fixpoint GHZ (n : N) : ucom base n :=
match n with
| 0 ⇒ I 0
| 1 ⇒ H 0
| S n� ⇒ GHZ n�; CNOT (n�-1) n�
end.

When n is 0, the result is just the identity I on wire 0. When
n is 1, the result is the Hadamard gate applied to wire 0.
(Here, I and H are the notations for R� ,� ,� gates presented
in Section 3.1.) When n is greater than 1, it constructs the
program U1;U2, where U1 is the GHZ circuit on n − 1 qubits,
andU2 is the appropriate CNOT gate. The result of GHZ 3 is
equivalent to the circuit shown in Figure 1(a).

3.4 Designing s���
s���was designed to be expressive while facilitating mechan-
ically checked proofs of quantum programs. We conclude
this section by discussing key features of s���’s design.

Expressiveness As a deeply embedded, domain-speci�c
circuit language, s��� is similar to PyQuil [40] and Cirq [50],
both in terms of programming experience and expressive
power. As such, it makes a reasonable source programming
language. However, unlike these languages, we can use s���’s
host language, Coq, to prove properties about its programs.
For example, we can prove that every circuit generated by
GHZ n, above, produces the corresponding state �GHZn� given
in Section 2.2 when applied to �0 . . . 0�.
As a demonstration of s���’s expressiveness as a source

language, Appendix A presents proof of this property along
with other examples of s��� programs and corresponding for-
mal properties about them. In particular, we present quantum

teleportation and proof that it indeed transports the intended
qubit; superdense coding and proof that it prepares the ex-
pected state; and the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithmwith proof that
it correctly distinguishes between a constant and balanced
Boolean oracle.

Veri�cation s���’s design has two key features that facili-
tate veri�cation. First, unlike most quantum languages, s���
features a distinct core language of unitary operators; the full
language adds measurement to this core. The semantics of
a unitary program is expressed directly as a matrix, which
means that proofs of correctness of unitary optimizations
(the bulk of ����) involve reasoning directly about matrices.
Doing so is far simpler than reasoning about functions over
density matrices, as is required for the full language.
Second, a s��� program uses concrete (numeric) indices

into a global register to refer to wires. As such, the semantics
can simply map concrete indices to rows and columns in the
denoted matrix. In addition, wire disjointness in the s���
program is obvious—G1 m operates on a di�erent wire than
G2 n when m �= n. Both elements are important for easily
proving equivalences, e.g., that gates acting on disjoint qubits
commute (a property that lets us to reason about gates acting
on di�erent parts of the circuit in isolation).

The alternative, used by Quipper [18] and Q���� [35], is
to use variables to refer to abstract wires, which are later
allocated to concrete wires. These languages are embed-
ded in Haskell and Coq, respectively, and take advantage
of their host languages’ variable bindings. This approach
eases programmability—larger circuits can be built by com-
posing smaller ones, connecting abstract outputs to abstract
inputs. However, we �nd that this approach complicates for-
mal proof. The semantics of a program that uses abstract
wires must convert those wires into concrete indices into
the denoted matrix. Reasoning about this conversion can
be laborious, especially for recursive circuits and those that
allocate and deallocate wires (entailing de Bruijn-style in-
dex shifting [37]). Moreover, notions like disjointness are no
longer obvious—G1 x and G2 � for variables x �= � may not
be disjoint if x and � could be allocated to the same concrete
wire. Appendix B has more details.

4 Optimizing Unitary s��� Programs
The ���� compiler takes as input a s��� program and at-
tempts to reduce its total gate count by applying a series of
optimizations. This section describes optimizations on uni-
tary s��� programs. The next section discusses how ���� op-
timizes full s��� programs and maps them to a connectivity-
constrained architecture.

4.1 Overview
����’s unitary optimizations are de�ned as Coq functions
that map an input program to an optimized one. A program
is represented as a list of gate applications. Sequences of
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VOQC Transformations
• Unitary optimizations - inspired by Nam et al.1

• Gate propagation and cancellation

• Rotation merging


• Non-unitary optimizations

• Classical state propagation

• Removing z-rotations before measurement


• Circuit mapping

• Naive mapping for arbitrary connected graph

1Nam et al. Automated Optimization of Large Quantum Circuits with Continuous Parameters. 2018.
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Example: X/Z Propagation

• Simplified code:
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X H ● H X → H Z ● H X → H ● Z H X

→ H ● H X X → H ● H

Figure 6. An example of not propagation. In the �rst step the leftmost X gate propagates through the leftmost H gate and
becomes a Z gate. In the second step the Z gate propagates through the control of the CNOT gate. In the third step the Z gate
propagates through the rightmost H gate and becomes an X gate. In the �nal step the two X gates cancel.

●
Rz� �4(k) H H ≡ ●

H H Rz� �4(k)
● ●

Rz� �4(k) Rz� �4(k ′) ≡ ● ●
Rz� �4(k ′) Rz� �4(k)

Rz� �4(k) ● ≡ ● Rz� �4(k)
● ● ≡ ●●
● ● ≡ ● ●

●
H ● H ≡ ●

H ● H

Figure 7. Commutation equivalences for single- and two-
qubit gates adapted from Nam et al. [34, Figure 5].

H P H ≅ P† H P†

H P† H ≅ P H P

H ● H

H H
≡ ●

●
H P P† H ≅ ●

P† P

●
H P† P H ≅ ●

P P†

Figure 8. Equivalences for removing Hadamard gates
adapted from Nam et al. [34, Figure 4]. P is the phase gate
Rz� �4(2) and P† is its inverse Rz� �4(6).
as follows:

�x1,x2�→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x1,x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x1,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2ei(k ′� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2� .

Whereas evaluation of the right-hand circuit produces

�x1,x2�→ �x1,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ �x2,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei((k+k ′)� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2� .

The two resulting states are equal because ei(k� �4)x2ei(k ′� �4)x2 =
ei((k+k ′)� �4)x2 . This implies that the unitary matrices corre-
sponding to the two circuits are the same. We can therefore
replace the circuit on the left with the one on the right, re-
moving one gate from the circuit.

Our rotation merging optimization follows the logic above
for arbitrary {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} circuits. For every gate in
the program, it tracks the Boolean function associated with
every qubit (the Boolean functions above are x1, x2, x1 ⊕ x2),
and merges rotations Rz� �4(k) when they are applied to
qubits associated with the same Boolean function. To prove
equivalence over {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} circuits, we show that
the original and optimized circuits produce the same output
on every basis state. We have found evaluating behavior on
basis states is useful for proving equivalences that are not as
direct as those listed in Figures 7 and 8.

Although our merge operation is identical to Nam et al.’s,
we apply merging to smaller circuits. For ease of veri�cation,
we only consider {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} sub-circuits that are
contiguous within the larger program, allowing intervening
H gates on qubits that are used only as the target ofCNOT s
within the sub-circuit. Nam et al. allow more intervening H
gates, provided that thoseH gates do not impact computation
of the phase polynomial. This is a restriction that we plan to
relax.

4.5 Scheduling
���� applies all of these optimizations with its optimize
function. It applies them one after the other, in the following
order (due to Nam et al. [34]):

0, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 2

where 0 is not propagation, 1 is Hadamard reduction, 2 is
single-qubit gate cancellation, 3 is two-qubit gate cancella-
tion, and 4 is rotationmerging. The rationale for this ordering
is that removing X and H gates (0,1) allows for more e�ec-
tive application of the gate cancellation (2,3) and rotation
merging (4) optimizations. In our experiments (Section 6),
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Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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Example: X/Z Propagation

• Simplified code:
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X H ● H X → H Z ● H X → H ● Z H X

→ H ● H X X → H ● H

Figure 6. An example of not propagation. In the �rst step the leftmost X gate propagates through the leftmost H gate and
becomes a Z gate. In the second step the Z gate propagates through the control of the CNOT gate. In the third step the Z gate
propagates through the rightmost H gate and becomes an X gate. In the �nal step the two X gates cancel.

●
Rz� �4(k) H H ≡ ●

H H Rz� �4(k)
● ●

Rz� �4(k) Rz� �4(k ′) ≡ ● ●
Rz� �4(k ′) Rz� �4(k)

Rz� �4(k) ● ≡ ● Rz� �4(k)
● ● ≡ ●●
● ● ≡ ● ●

●
H ● H ≡ ●

H ● H

Figure 7. Commutation equivalences for single- and two-
qubit gates adapted from Nam et al. [34, Figure 5].

H P H ≅ P† H P†

H P† H ≅ P H P

H ● H

H H
≡ ●

●
H P P† H ≅ ●

P† P

●
H P† P H ≅ ●

P P†

Figure 8. Equivalences for removing Hadamard gates
adapted from Nam et al. [34, Figure 4]. P is the phase gate
Rz� �4(2) and P† is its inverse Rz� �4(6).
as follows:

�x1,x2�→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x1,x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x1,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2ei(k ′� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2� .

Whereas evaluation of the right-hand circuit produces

�x1,x2�→ �x1,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ �x2,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei((k+k ′)� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2� .

The two resulting states are equal because ei(k� �4)x2ei(k ′� �4)x2 =
ei((k+k ′)� �4)x2 . This implies that the unitary matrices corre-
sponding to the two circuits are the same. We can therefore
replace the circuit on the left with the one on the right, re-
moving one gate from the circuit.

Our rotation merging optimization follows the logic above
for arbitrary {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} circuits. For every gate in
the program, it tracks the Boolean function associated with
every qubit (the Boolean functions above are x1, x2, x1 ⊕ x2),
and merges rotations Rz� �4(k) when they are applied to
qubits associated with the same Boolean function. To prove
equivalence over {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} circuits, we show that
the original and optimized circuits produce the same output
on every basis state. We have found evaluating behavior on
basis states is useful for proving equivalences that are not as
direct as those listed in Figures 7 and 8.

Although our merge operation is identical to Nam et al.’s,
we apply merging to smaller circuits. For ease of veri�cation,
we only consider {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} sub-circuits that are
contiguous within the larger program, allowing intervening
H gates on qubits that are used only as the target ofCNOT s
within the sub-circuit. Nam et al. allow more intervening H
gates, provided that thoseH gates do not impact computation
of the phase polynomial. This is a restriction that we plan to
relax.

4.5 Scheduling
���� applies all of these optimizations with its optimize
function. It applies them one after the other, in the following
order (due to Nam et al. [34]):

0, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 2

where 0 is not propagation, 1 is Hadamard reduction, 2 is
single-qubit gate cancellation, 3 is two-qubit gate cancella-
tion, and 4 is rotationmerging. The rationale for this ordering
is that removing X and H gates (0,1) allows for more e�ec-
tive application of the gate cancellation (2,3) and rotation
merging (4) optimizations. In our experiments (Section 6),
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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X H ● H X → H Z ● H X → H ● Z H X

→ H ● H X X → H ● H

Figure 6. An example of not propagation. In the �rst step the leftmost X gate propagates through the leftmost H gate and
becomes a Z gate. In the second step the Z gate propagates through the control of the CNOT gate. In the third step the Z gate
propagates through the rightmost H gate and becomes an X gate. In the �nal step the two X gates cancel.

●
Rz� �4(k) H H ≡ ●

H H Rz� �4(k)
● ●

Rz� �4(k) Rz� �4(k ′) ≡ ● ●
Rz� �4(k ′) Rz� �4(k)

Rz� �4(k) ● ≡ ● Rz� �4(k)
● ● ≡ ●●
● ● ≡ ● ●

●
H ● H ≡ ●

H ● H

Figure 7. Commutation equivalences for single- and two-
qubit gates adapted from Nam et al. [34, Figure 5].

H P H ≅ P† H P†

H P† H ≅ P H P

H ● H

H H
≡ ●

●
H P P† H ≅ ●

P† P

●
H P† P H ≅ ●

P P†

Figure 8. Equivalences for removing Hadamard gates
adapted from Nam et al. [34, Figure 4]. P is the phase gate
Rz� �4(2) and P† is its inverse Rz� �4(6).
as follows:

�x1,x2�→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x1,x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x1,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei(k� �4)x2ei(k ′� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2� .

Whereas evaluation of the right-hand circuit produces

�x1,x2�→ �x1,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ �x2,x1 ⊕ x2�
→ ei((k+k ′)� �4)x2 �x2,x1 ⊕ x2� .

The two resulting states are equal because ei(k� �4)x2ei(k ′� �4)x2 =
ei((k+k ′)� �4)x2 . This implies that the unitary matrices corre-
sponding to the two circuits are the same. We can therefore
replace the circuit on the left with the one on the right, re-
moving one gate from the circuit.

Our rotation merging optimization follows the logic above
for arbitrary {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} circuits. For every gate in
the program, it tracks the Boolean function associated with
every qubit (the Boolean functions above are x1, x2, x1 ⊕ x2),
and merges rotations Rz� �4(k) when they are applied to
qubits associated with the same Boolean function. To prove
equivalence over {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} circuits, we show that
the original and optimized circuits produce the same output
on every basis state. We have found evaluating behavior on
basis states is useful for proving equivalences that are not as
direct as those listed in Figures 7 and 8.

Although our merge operation is identical to Nam et al.’s,
we apply merging to smaller circuits. For ease of veri�cation,
we only consider {X ,Rz� �4,CNOT} sub-circuits that are
contiguous within the larger program, allowing intervening
H gates on qubits that are used only as the target ofCNOT s
within the sub-circuit. Nam et al. allow more intervening H
gates, provided that thoseH gates do not impact computation
of the phase polynomial. This is a restriction that we plan to
relax.

4.5 Scheduling
���� applies all of these optimizations with its optimize
function. It applies them one after the other, in the following
order (due to Nam et al. [34]):

0, 1, 3, 2, 3, 1, 2, 4, 3, 2

where 0 is not propagation, 1 is Hadamard reduction, 2 is
single-qubit gate cancellation, 3 is two-qubit gate cancella-
tion, and 4 is rotationmerging. The rationale for this ordering
is that removing X and H gates (0,1) allows for more e�ec-
tive application of the gate cancellation (2,3) and rotation
merging (4) optimizations. In our experiments (Section 6),
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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Proof Overview
• For a transformation T, we want to prove that

 (up to a global phase)

• For complex optimizations, rather than proving this 

equality directly we may prove that  and  have 
the same output on every basis state


• For circuit mapping we also prove that for every ,  
respects the provided connectivity constraints


• Proofs proceed by induction on 
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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Example: X/Z Propagation

• We will want to prove that for any instruction list lst, 
(propagate_X q lst) has the same denotation as (X q ; lst)


• propagate_X q lst  X q ; lst


• Proof proceeds by induction on lst

    


≡
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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Example: X/Z Propagation

• We will want to prove that for any instruction list lst, 
(propagate_X q lst) has the same denotation as (X q ; lst)


• propagate_X q lst  X q ; lst


• Proof proceeds by induction on lst

    


≡

propagate_X q [ ] [ X q ]  X q ; [ ]→ ≡
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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Example: X/Z Propagation

• We will want to prove that for any instruction list lst, 
(propagate_X q lst) has the same denotation as (X q ; lst)


• propagate_X q lst  X q ; lst


• Proof proceeds by induction on lst

    


≡

propagate_X q (X q :: t)  t  X q ; X q ; t→ ≡
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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Example: X/Z Propagation

• We will want to prove that for any instruction list lst, 
(propagate_X q lst) has the same denotation as (X q ; lst)


• propagate_X q lst  X q ; lst


• Proof proceeds by induction on lst

    


≡

propagate_X (Rz q :: t) 

    Rz† q ; propagate_X q t 

     Rz† q ; (X q ; t) 

     X q ; Rz q ; t 

→
≡
≡
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3 s���: A Small Quantum Intermediate
Representation

This section presents the syntax and semantics of s��� pro-
grams. We begin with the core of s���, which describes uni-
tary circuits. We then describe the expanded language, which
allows measurement and initialization.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit

controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [13]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

let propagate_X q lst = match lst with
| [] → [X q]
| X q :: t → t
| H q :: t → H q ; propagate_Z q t

| Rz q :: t → Rz† q ; propagate_X q t
...

∀P, nT (P)o = nPo
The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar con-

struct in QPL [43]) measures the qubit q and either performs
program P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-
branching measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms
of branching measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [35, 52]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
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Verifying Matrix Equivalences

• Proving matrix equivalences in Coq is tedious


• E.g. 
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gate applications are �attened so that a s��� program like(G1 p;G2 q);G3 r is represented as the Coq list [G1 p;G2 q;G3 r].
This representation simpli�es �nding patterns of gates.

The optimization functions expect a program’s gates G
to be drawn from the set {H , X , Rz� �4, CNOT} where
Rz� �4(k) describes rotation about the z-axis by k ⋅ ��4 for
k ∈ Z. Either the parser must produce input programs using
this gate set, or ���� must convert the program to use it
before optimizations can be applied. This gate set is universal
and consistent with previous circuit optimizers, e.g., Amy
et al. [5]. Rotations are not parameterized by arbitrary re-
als, which would make veri�cation unsound if these were
extracted to OCaml �oating point numbers (which are used
in the gate sets used by Nam et al. [34] and Qiskit [2]). It
would be easy to support Rz� �2n for higher n if �ner-grained
rotations are needed.

Programs in the list representation are deemed equivalent
if their back-converted s��� programs are equivalent, per
the de�nition in Section 3.1. Conversion translates ����’s
gatesH ,X , and Rz� �4(k) into base gates R� �2,0,� , R� ,0,� , and
R0,0,k� �4, respectively. (CNOT translates to itself.)

Most of ����’s optimizations are inspired by the state-of-
the-art circuit optimizer by Nam et al. [34]. There are two
basic kinds of optimizations: replacement and propagation
and cancellation. The former simply identi�es a pattern of
gates and replaces it by an equivalent pattern. The latter
works by commuting sets of gates when doing so produces
an equivalent quantum program—often with the e�ect of
“propagating” a particular gate rightward in the program—
until two adjacent gates can be removed because they cancel
each other out.

4.2 Proving Circuit Equivalences
All of ����’s optimizations use circuit equivalences to justify
local rewrites. Proof that an optimization is correct thus relies
on proofs that the circuit equivalences it uses are correct.
Many of our circuit equivalence proofs have a common form,
which we illustrate by example.

Suppose we wish to prove the equivalence

X n; CNOT m n ≡CNOT m n; X n

for arbitrary n,m and dimension d . Applying our de�nition
of equivalence, this amounts to proving

appl�1(X ,n,d) × appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) =
appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) × appl�1(X ,n,d), (1)

per Figure 3. Suppose both sides of the equation are well
typed (m < d and n < d andm �= n), and consider the case
m < n (the n < m case is similar). We expand appl�1 and
appl�2 as follows with p = n −m − 1 and q = d −n − 1:

appl�1(X ,n,d) = I2n ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q

appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) = I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q

+ I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q

Here,�x is thematrix interpretation of theX gate and �1��1�⊗
�x + �0��0�⊗ I2 is the matrix interpretation of theCNOT gate
(in Dirac notation). We complete the proof of equivalence by
normalizing and simplifying each side of Equation (1), and
showing both sides to be the same.

Automation Matrix normalization and simpli�cation are
almost entirely automated in ����. We wrote a Coq tac-
tic called gridify for proving general equivalences correct.
Rather than assumingm < n < d as above, the gridify tactic
does case analysis, immediately solving all cases where the
circuit is ill-typed (e.g.,m = n or d ≤m) and thus has the zero
matrix as its denotation. In the remaining cases (m < n and
n <m above), it puts the expressions into their “grid normal”
forms and applies a set of matrix identities.

In grid normal form, each arithmetic expression has addi-
tion on the outside, followed by tensor product, withmultipli-
cation on the inside, i.e., ((..×..)⊗(..×..))+((..×..)⊗(..×..)).
The gridify tactic rewrites an expression into this form by
using the following rules of matrix arithmetic (where all the
dimensions are appropriate):
● Imn = Im ⊗ In● A × (B +C) = A × B +A ×C● (A + B) ×C = A ×C + B ×C● A⊗ (B +C) = A⊗ B +A⊗C● (A + B)⊗C = A⊗C + B ⊗C● (A⊗ B) × (C ⊗D) = (A ×C)⊗ (B ×D)

The �rst rule is applied to facilitate application of the other
rules. (For instance, in the example above, I2n would be re-
placed by I2m ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2p to match the structure of the appl�2
term.) After expressions are in grid normal form, gridify
simpli�es them by removing multiplication by the identity
matrix and rewriting simple matrix products (e.g. �x�x = I2).

In our example, after normalization and simpli�cation by
gridify, both sides of the equality in Equation (1) become

I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q + I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q ,

proving that the two expressions are equal.
We use gridify to verify most of the equivalences used

in the optimizations given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The tactic
is most e�ective when equivalences are small: The equiv-
alences used in gate cancellation and Hadamard reduction
apply to patterns of at most �ve gates on up to three qubits.
For equivalences over larger, non-concrete circuits like the
one used in rotation merging, we do not use gridify directly,
but still rely on our automation for matrix simpli�cation.

4.3 Optimization by Propagation and Cancellation
Our propagate-cancel optimizations have two steps. First we
localize a set of gates by repeatedly applying commutation
rules. Then we apply a circuit equivalence to replace that set
of gates. In ����most optimizations of this form use a library
of code patterns, but one—not propagation—is di�erent, so
we discuss it �rst.
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gate applications are �attened so that a s��� program like(G1 p;G2 q);G3 r is represented as the Coq list [G1 p;G2 q;G3 r].
This representation simpli�es �nding patterns of gates.

The optimization functions expect a program’s gates G
to be drawn from the set {H , X , Rz� �4, CNOT} where
Rz� �4(k) describes rotation about the z-axis by k ⋅ ��4 for
k ∈ Z. Either the parser must produce input programs using
this gate set, or ���� must convert the program to use it
before optimizations can be applied. This gate set is universal
and consistent with previous circuit optimizers, e.g., Amy
et al. [5]. Rotations are not parameterized by arbitrary re-
als, which would make veri�cation unsound if these were
extracted to OCaml �oating point numbers (which are used
in the gate sets used by Nam et al. [34] and Qiskit [2]). It
would be easy to support Rz� �2n for higher n if �ner-grained
rotations are needed.

Programs in the list representation are deemed equivalent
if their back-converted s��� programs are equivalent, per
the de�nition in Section 3.1. Conversion translates ����’s
gatesH ,X , and Rz� �4(k) into base gates R� �2,0,� , R� ,0,� , and
R0,0,k� �4, respectively. (CNOT translates to itself.)

Most of ����’s optimizations are inspired by the state-of-
the-art circuit optimizer by Nam et al. [34]. There are two
basic kinds of optimizations: replacement and propagation
and cancellation. The former simply identi�es a pattern of
gates and replaces it by an equivalent pattern. The latter
works by commuting sets of gates when doing so produces
an equivalent quantum program—often with the e�ect of
“propagating” a particular gate rightward in the program—
until two adjacent gates can be removed because they cancel
each other out.

4.2 Proving Circuit Equivalences
All of ����’s optimizations use circuit equivalences to justify
local rewrites. Proof that an optimization is correct thus relies
on proofs that the circuit equivalences it uses are correct.
Many of our circuit equivalence proofs have a common form,
which we illustrate by example.

Suppose we wish to prove the equivalence

X n; CNOT m n ≡CNOT m n; X n

for arbitrary n,m and dimension d . Applying our de�nition
of equivalence, this amounts to proving

appl�1(X ,n,d) × appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) =
appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) × appl�1(X ,n,d), (1)

per Figure 3. Suppose both sides of the equation are well
typed (m < d and n < d andm �= n), and consider the case
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The �rst rule is applied to facilitate application of the other
rules. (For instance, in the example above, I2n would be re-
placed by I2m ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2p to match the structure of the appl�2
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for arbitrary n,m and dimension d . Applying our de�nition
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per Figure 3. Suppose both sides of the equation are well
typed (m < d and n < d andm �= n), and consider the case
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�x + �0��0�⊗ I2 is the matrix interpretation of theCNOT gate
(in Dirac notation). We complete the proof of equivalence by
normalizing and simplifying each side of Equation (1), and
showing both sides to be the same.

Automation Matrix normalization and simpli�cation are
almost entirely automated in ����. We wrote a Coq tac-
tic called gridify for proving general equivalences correct.
Rather than assumingm < n < d as above, the gridify tactic
does case analysis, immediately solving all cases where the
circuit is ill-typed (e.g.,m = n or d ≤m) and thus has the zero
matrix as its denotation. In the remaining cases (m < n and
n <m above), it puts the expressions into their “grid normal”
forms and applies a set of matrix identities.

In grid normal form, each arithmetic expression has addi-
tion on the outside, followed by tensor product, withmultipli-
cation on the inside, i.e., ((..×..)⊗(..×..))+((..×..)⊗(..×..)).
The gridify tactic rewrites an expression into this form by
using the following rules of matrix arithmetic (where all the
dimensions are appropriate):
● Imn = Im ⊗ In● A × (B +C) = A × B +A ×C● (A + B) ×C = A ×C + B ×C● A⊗ (B +C) = A⊗ B +A⊗C● (A + B)⊗C = A⊗C + B ⊗C● (A⊗ B) × (C ⊗D) = (A ×C)⊗ (B ×D)

The �rst rule is applied to facilitate application of the other
rules. (For instance, in the example above, I2n would be re-
placed by I2m ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2p to match the structure of the appl�2
term.) After expressions are in grid normal form, gridify
simpli�es them by removing multiplication by the identity
matrix and rewriting simple matrix products (e.g. �x�x = I2).

In our example, after normalization and simpli�cation by
gridify, both sides of the equality in Equation (1) become
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proving that the two expressions are equal.
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in the optimizations given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The tactic
is most e�ective when equivalences are small: The equiv-
alences used in gate cancellation and Hadamard reduction
apply to patterns of at most �ve gates on up to three qubits.
For equivalences over larger, non-concrete circuits like the
one used in rotation merging, we do not use gridify directly,
but still rely on our automation for matrix simpli�cation.

4.3 Optimization by Propagation and Cancellation
Our propagate-cancel optimizations have two steps. First we
localize a set of gates by repeatedly applying commutation
rules. Then we apply a circuit equivalence to replace that set
of gates. In ����most optimizations of this form use a library
of code patterns, but one—not propagation—is di�erent, so
we discuss it �rst.
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an equivalent quantum program—often with the e�ect of
“propagating” a particular gate rightward in the program—
until two adjacent gates can be removed because they cancel
each other out.

4.2 Proving Circuit Equivalences
All of ����’s optimizations use circuit equivalences to justify
local rewrites. Proof that an optimization is correct thus relies
on proofs that the circuit equivalences it uses are correct.
Many of our circuit equivalence proofs have a common form,
which we illustrate by example.

Suppose we wish to prove the equivalence

X n; CNOT m n ≡CNOT m n; X n

for arbitrary n,m and dimension d . Applying our de�nition
of equivalence, this amounts to proving

appl�1(X ,n,d) × appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) =
appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) × appl�1(X ,n,d), (1)

per Figure 3. Suppose both sides of the equation are well
typed (m < d and n < d andm �= n), and consider the case
m < n (the n < m case is similar). We expand appl�1 and
appl�2 as follows with p = n −m − 1 and q = d −n − 1:

appl�1(X ,n,d) = I2n ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q

appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) = I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q

+ I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q

Here,�x is thematrix interpretation of theX gate and �1��1�⊗
�x + �0��0�⊗ I2 is the matrix interpretation of theCNOT gate
(in Dirac notation). We complete the proof of equivalence by
normalizing and simplifying each side of Equation (1), and
showing both sides to be the same.

Automation Matrix normalization and simpli�cation are
almost entirely automated in ����. We wrote a Coq tac-
tic called gridify for proving general equivalences correct.
Rather than assumingm < n < d as above, the gridify tactic
does case analysis, immediately solving all cases where the
circuit is ill-typed (e.g.,m = n or d ≤m) and thus has the zero
matrix as its denotation. In the remaining cases (m < n and
n <m above), it puts the expressions into their “grid normal”
forms and applies a set of matrix identities.

In grid normal form, each arithmetic expression has addi-
tion on the outside, followed by tensor product, withmultipli-
cation on the inside, i.e., ((..×..)⊗(..×..))+((..×..)⊗(..×..)).
The gridify tactic rewrites an expression into this form by
using the following rules of matrix arithmetic (where all the
dimensions are appropriate):
● Imn = Im ⊗ In● A × (B +C) = A × B +A ×C● (A + B) ×C = A ×C + B ×C● A⊗ (B +C) = A⊗ B +A⊗C● (A + B)⊗C = A⊗C + B ⊗C● (A⊗ B) × (C ⊗D) = (A ×C)⊗ (B ×D)

The �rst rule is applied to facilitate application of the other
rules. (For instance, in the example above, I2n would be re-
placed by I2m ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2p to match the structure of the appl�2
term.) After expressions are in grid normal form, gridify
simpli�es them by removing multiplication by the identity
matrix and rewriting simple matrix products (e.g. �x�x = I2).

In our example, after normalization and simpli�cation by
gridify, both sides of the equality in Equation (1) become

I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q + I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q ,

proving that the two expressions are equal.
We use gridify to verify most of the equivalences used

in the optimizations given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The tactic
is most e�ective when equivalences are small: The equiv-
alences used in gate cancellation and Hadamard reduction
apply to patterns of at most �ve gates on up to three qubits.
For equivalences over larger, non-concrete circuits like the
one used in rotation merging, we do not use gridify directly,
but still rely on our automation for matrix simpli�cation.

4.3 Optimization by Propagation and Cancellation
Our propagate-cancel optimizations have two steps. First we
localize a set of gates by repeatedly applying commutation
rules. Then we apply a circuit equivalence to replace that set
of gates. In ����most optimizations of this form use a library
of code patterns, but one—not propagation—is di�erent, so
we discuss it �rst.
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Rz� �4(k) describes rotation about the z-axis by k ⋅ ��4 for
k ∈ Z. Either the parser must produce input programs using
this gate set, or ���� must convert the program to use it
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et al. [5]. Rotations are not parameterized by arbitrary re-
als, which would make veri�cation unsound if these were
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in the gate sets used by Nam et al. [34] and Qiskit [2]). It
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rotations are needed.
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R0,0,k� �4, respectively. (CNOT translates to itself.)

Most of ����’s optimizations are inspired by the state-of-
the-art circuit optimizer by Nam et al. [34]. There are two
basic kinds of optimizations: replacement and propagation
and cancellation. The former simply identi�es a pattern of
gates and replaces it by an equivalent pattern. The latter
works by commuting sets of gates when doing so produces
an equivalent quantum program—often with the e�ect of
“propagating” a particular gate rightward in the program—
until two adjacent gates can be removed because they cancel
each other out.

4.2 Proving Circuit Equivalences
All of ����’s optimizations use circuit equivalences to justify
local rewrites. Proof that an optimization is correct thus relies
on proofs that the circuit equivalences it uses are correct.
Many of our circuit equivalence proofs have a common form,
which we illustrate by example.

Suppose we wish to prove the equivalence

X n; CNOT m n ≡CNOT m n; X n

for arbitrary n,m and dimension d . Applying our de�nition
of equivalence, this amounts to proving

appl�1(X ,n,d) × appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) =
appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) × appl�1(X ,n,d), (1)

per Figure 3. Suppose both sides of the equation are well
typed (m < d and n < d andm �= n), and consider the case
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The gridify tactic rewrites an expression into this form by
using the following rules of matrix arithmetic (where all the
dimensions are appropriate):
● Imn = Im ⊗ In● A × (B +C) = A × B +A ×C● (A + B) ×C = A ×C + B ×C● A⊗ (B +C) = A⊗ B +A⊗C● (A + B)⊗C = A⊗C + B ⊗C● (A⊗ B) × (C ⊗D) = (A ×C)⊗ (B ×D)

The �rst rule is applied to facilitate application of the other
rules. (For instance, in the example above, I2n would be re-
placed by I2m ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2p to match the structure of the appl�2
term.) After expressions are in grid normal form, gridify
simpli�es them by removing multiplication by the identity
matrix and rewriting simple matrix products (e.g. �x�x = I2).

In our example, after normalization and simpli�cation by
gridify, both sides of the equality in Equation (1) become

I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q + I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q ,

proving that the two expressions are equal.
We use gridify to verify most of the equivalences used

in the optimizations given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The tactic
is most e�ective when equivalences are small: The equiv-
alences used in gate cancellation and Hadamard reduction
apply to patterns of at most �ve gates on up to three qubits.
For equivalences over larger, non-concrete circuits like the
one used in rotation merging, we do not use gridify directly,
but still rely on our automation for matrix simpli�cation.

4.3 Optimization by Propagation and Cancellation
Our propagate-cancel optimizations have two steps. First we
localize a set of gates by repeatedly applying commutation
rules. Then we apply a circuit equivalence to replace that set
of gates. In ����most optimizations of this form use a library
of code patterns, but one—not propagation—is di�erent, so
we discuss it �rst.
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gate applications are �attened so that a s��� program like(G1 p;G2 q);G3 r is represented as the Coq list [G1 p;G2 q;G3 r].
This representation simpli�es �nding patterns of gates.

The optimization functions expect a program’s gates G
to be drawn from the set {H , X , Rz� �4, CNOT} where
Rz� �4(k) describes rotation about the z-axis by k ⋅ ��4 for
k ∈ Z. Either the parser must produce input programs using
this gate set, or ���� must convert the program to use it
before optimizations can be applied. This gate set is universal
and consistent with previous circuit optimizers, e.g., Amy
et al. [5]. Rotations are not parameterized by arbitrary re-
als, which would make veri�cation unsound if these were
extracted to OCaml �oating point numbers (which are used
in the gate sets used by Nam et al. [34] and Qiskit [2]). It
would be easy to support Rz� �2n for higher n if �ner-grained
rotations are needed.

Programs in the list representation are deemed equivalent
if their back-converted s��� programs are equivalent, per
the de�nition in Section 3.1. Conversion translates ����’s
gatesH ,X , and Rz� �4(k) into base gates R� �2,0,� , R� ,0,� , and
R0,0,k� �4, respectively. (CNOT translates to itself.)

Most of ����’s optimizations are inspired by the state-of-
the-art circuit optimizer by Nam et al. [34]. There are two
basic kinds of optimizations: replacement and propagation
and cancellation. The former simply identi�es a pattern of
gates and replaces it by an equivalent pattern. The latter
works by commuting sets of gates when doing so produces
an equivalent quantum program—often with the e�ect of
“propagating” a particular gate rightward in the program—
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als, which would make veri�cation unsound if these were
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gatesH ,X , and Rz� �4(k) into base gates R� �2,0,� , R� ,0,� , and
R0,0,k� �4, respectively. (CNOT translates to itself.)

Most of ����’s optimizations are inspired by the state-of-
the-art circuit optimizer by Nam et al. [34]. There are two
basic kinds of optimizations: replacement and propagation
and cancellation. The former simply identi�es a pattern of
gates and replaces it by an equivalent pattern. The latter
works by commuting sets of gates when doing so produces
an equivalent quantum program—often with the e�ect of
“propagating” a particular gate rightward in the program—
until two adjacent gates can be removed because they cancel
each other out.

4.2 Proving Circuit Equivalences
All of ����’s optimizations use circuit equivalences to justify
local rewrites. Proof that an optimization is correct thus relies
on proofs that the circuit equivalences it uses are correct.
Many of our circuit equivalence proofs have a common form,
which we illustrate by example.

Suppose we wish to prove the equivalence

X n; CNOT m n ≡CNOT m n; X n

for arbitrary n,m and dimension d . Applying our de�nition
of equivalence, this amounts to proving

appl�1(X ,n,d) × appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) =
appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) × appl�1(X ,n,d), (1)

per Figure 3. Suppose both sides of the equation are well
typed (m < d and n < d andm �= n), and consider the case
m < n (the n < m case is similar). We expand appl�1 and
appl�2 as follows with p = n −m − 1 and q = d −n − 1:
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Here,�x is thematrix interpretation of theX gate and �1��1�⊗
�x + �0��0�⊗ I2 is the matrix interpretation of theCNOT gate
(in Dirac notation). We complete the proof of equivalence by
normalizing and simplifying each side of Equation (1), and
showing both sides to be the same.

Automation Matrix normalization and simpli�cation are
almost entirely automated in ����. We wrote a Coq tac-
tic called gridify for proving general equivalences correct.
Rather than assumingm < n < d as above, the gridify tactic
does case analysis, immediately solving all cases where the
circuit is ill-typed (e.g.,m = n or d ≤m) and thus has the zero
matrix as its denotation. In the remaining cases (m < n and
n <m above), it puts the expressions into their “grid normal”
forms and applies a set of matrix identities.

In grid normal form, each arithmetic expression has addi-
tion on the outside, followed by tensor product, withmultipli-
cation on the inside, i.e., ((..×..)⊗(..×..))+((..×..)⊗(..×..)).
The gridify tactic rewrites an expression into this form by
using the following rules of matrix arithmetic (where all the
dimensions are appropriate):
● Imn = Im ⊗ In● A × (B +C) = A × B +A ×C● (A + B) ×C = A ×C + B ×C● A⊗ (B +C) = A⊗ B +A⊗C● (A + B)⊗C = A⊗C + B ⊗C● (A⊗ B) × (C ⊗D) = (A ×C)⊗ (B ×D)

The �rst rule is applied to facilitate application of the other
rules. (For instance, in the example above, I2n would be re-
placed by I2m ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2p to match the structure of the appl�2
term.) After expressions are in grid normal form, gridify
simpli�es them by removing multiplication by the identity
matrix and rewriting simple matrix products (e.g. �x�x = I2).

In our example, after normalization and simpli�cation by
gridify, both sides of the equality in Equation (1) become

I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q + I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q ,

proving that the two expressions are equal.
We use gridify to verify most of the equivalences used

in the optimizations given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The tactic
is most e�ective when equivalences are small: The equiv-
alences used in gate cancellation and Hadamard reduction
apply to patterns of at most �ve gates on up to three qubits.
For equivalences over larger, non-concrete circuits like the
one used in rotation merging, we do not use gridify directly,
but still rely on our automation for matrix simpli�cation.

4.3 Optimization by Propagation and Cancellation
Our propagate-cancel optimizations have two steps. First we
localize a set of gates by repeatedly applying commutation
rules. Then we apply a circuit equivalence to replace that set
of gates. In ����most optimizations of this form use a library
of code patterns, but one—not propagation—is di�erent, so
we discuss it �rst.
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and consistent with previous circuit optimizers, e.g., Amy
et al. [5]. Rotations are not parameterized by arbitrary re-
als, which would make veri�cation unsound if these were
extracted to OCaml �oating point numbers (which are used
in the gate sets used by Nam et al. [34] and Qiskit [2]). It
would be easy to support Rz� �2n for higher n if �ner-grained
rotations are needed.

Programs in the list representation are deemed equivalent
if their back-converted s��� programs are equivalent, per
the de�nition in Section 3.1. Conversion translates ����’s
gatesH ,X , and Rz� �4(k) into base gates R� �2,0,� , R� ,0,� , and
R0,0,k� �4, respectively. (CNOT translates to itself.)

Most of ����’s optimizations are inspired by the state-of-
the-art circuit optimizer by Nam et al. [34]. There are two
basic kinds of optimizations: replacement and propagation
and cancellation. The former simply identi�es a pattern of
gates and replaces it by an equivalent pattern. The latter
works by commuting sets of gates when doing so produces
an equivalent quantum program—often with the e�ect of
“propagating” a particular gate rightward in the program—
until two adjacent gates can be removed because they cancel
each other out.

4.2 Proving Circuit Equivalences
All of ����’s optimizations use circuit equivalences to justify
local rewrites. Proof that an optimization is correct thus relies
on proofs that the circuit equivalences it uses are correct.
Many of our circuit equivalence proofs have a common form,
which we illustrate by example.

Suppose we wish to prove the equivalence

X n; CNOT m n ≡CNOT m n; X n

for arbitrary n,m and dimension d . Applying our de�nition
of equivalence, this amounts to proving

appl�1(X ,n,d) × appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) =
appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) × appl�1(X ,n,d), (1)

per Figure 3. Suppose both sides of the equation are well
typed (m < d and n < d andm �= n), and consider the case
m < n (the n < m case is similar). We expand appl�1 and
appl�2 as follows with p = n −m − 1 and q = d −n − 1:

appl�1(X ,n,d) = I2n ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q

appl�2(CNOT ,m,n,d) = I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q

+ I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q

Here,�x is thematrix interpretation of theX gate and �1��1�⊗
�x + �0��0�⊗ I2 is the matrix interpretation of theCNOT gate
(in Dirac notation). We complete the proof of equivalence by
normalizing and simplifying each side of Equation (1), and
showing both sides to be the same.

Automation Matrix normalization and simpli�cation are
almost entirely automated in ����. We wrote a Coq tac-
tic called gridify for proving general equivalences correct.
Rather than assumingm < n < d as above, the gridify tactic
does case analysis, immediately solving all cases where the
circuit is ill-typed (e.g.,m = n or d ≤m) and thus has the zero
matrix as its denotation. In the remaining cases (m < n and
n <m above), it puts the expressions into their “grid normal”
forms and applies a set of matrix identities.

In grid normal form, each arithmetic expression has addi-
tion on the outside, followed by tensor product, withmultipli-
cation on the inside, i.e., ((..×..)⊗(..×..))+((..×..)⊗(..×..)).
The gridify tactic rewrites an expression into this form by
using the following rules of matrix arithmetic (where all the
dimensions are appropriate):
● Imn = Im ⊗ In● A × (B +C) = A × B +A ×C● (A + B) ×C = A ×C + B ×C● A⊗ (B +C) = A⊗ B +A⊗C● (A + B)⊗C = A⊗C + B ⊗C● (A⊗ B) × (C ⊗D) = (A ×C)⊗ (B ×D)

The �rst rule is applied to facilitate application of the other
rules. (For instance, in the example above, I2n would be re-
placed by I2m ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2p to match the structure of the appl�2
term.) After expressions are in grid normal form, gridify
simpli�es them by removing multiplication by the identity
matrix and rewriting simple matrix products (e.g. �x�x = I2).

In our example, after normalization and simpli�cation by
gridify, both sides of the equality in Equation (1) become

I2m ⊗ �1��1�⊗ I2p ⊗ I2 ⊗ I2q + I2m ⊗ �0��0�⊗ I2p ⊗ �x ⊗ I2q ,

proving that the two expressions are equal.
We use gridify to verify most of the equivalences used

in the optimizations given in Sections 4.3 and 4.4. The tactic
is most e�ective when equivalences are small: The equiv-
alences used in gate cancellation and Hadamard reduction
apply to patterns of at most �ve gates on up to three qubits.
For equivalences over larger, non-concrete circuits like the
one used in rotation merging, we do not use gridify directly,
but still rely on our automation for matrix simpli�cation.

4.3 Optimization by Propagation and Cancellation
Our propagate-cancel optimizations have two steps. First we
localize a set of gates by repeatedly applying commutation
rules. Then we apply a circuit equivalence to replace that set
of gates. In ����most optimizations of this form use a library
of code patterns, but one—not propagation—is di�erent, so
we discuss it �rst.
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Experiment

• Evaluated unitary optimizations


• Compared against Qiskit, t ket , PyZX, Nam et al. and 
Amy et al.2


• Benchmark of 29 programs from Amy et al., ranging from 
45 to 61629 gates and 5 to 192 qubits


• Considered reduction in total gate count and T-gate count

2Amy et al. Polynomial-Time T-Depth Optimization of Clifford+T Circuits Via Matroid Partitioning. 2014.

⟩|
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Results

• Average gate count reduction


• Average T-count reduction

Amy et al. Nam et al. PyZX VOQC

40.9% 41.0% 42.6% 39.4%

Nam et al. Qiskit t ket VOQC
26.5% 10.7% 11.2% 18.4%

⟩|
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We verify translation between  
OpenQASM and SQIR

A feature-complete parser for OpenQASM


Translation between unitary fragments of  
the two languages


A denotational semantics for unitary OpenQASM


Semantic preservation property of translation
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Unitary SQIR and OpenQASM 
have fairly similar abstract syntax

2

s��� uses a global register of size dim to represent quantum state. Gates are then applied to the
indices into that register. The denotation of gate application in s��� is the unitary matrix produced
after padding the gate matrix with identity operations (I) for all other qubits. For example:

apply1(dim, H,q) = (I⌦q ⌦ H ⌦ I⌦dim�q�1)

s��� is parameterized by a set of unitary gates on one to three qubits. Above we only show a
sample gate set of H and CNOT but in the formalization we use the standard Cli�ord+T set recognized
by the ���� optimizer. Whenever it is given a universal gate set, s��� can express any �nite quantum
circuit.

2.2 OpenQASM
OpenQASM [Cross et al. 2017] is the most commonly used low-level quantum representation in
practical use. Many major quantum programming languages and frameworks such as Q#, PyZX,
Qiskit and Cirq target OpenQASM [Huisman 2018; LaRose 2019] as an intermediate representation
to execute code on real machines [Wille et al. 2019].

We observe that at their core, OpenQASM and s��� are very similar languages but di�er in one
key aspect. Namely, s��� assumes a global, indexed register that makes it easy to refer to any qubit
available to the program with its unique index; while OpenQASM uses abstract identi�ers that
need to be declared and looked up.
To verify correctness of a translation from/to OpenQASM, we must develop a denotational

semantics for the language, which lacks one despite its pervasiveness. Amy [2019] provides an
operational semantics for a subset of the language which we use as a starting point.

2.2.1 Syntax. We employ the following syntax of OpenQASM, following Amy [2019]:

Identi�er x
Index i
Expression E ::= x | x[i]
Unitary Statement U ::= H(E) | CX(E1, E2) | E(E1, . . . , En) | U1; U2
Command C ::= qreg x[i] | gate x(x1, . . . , xn) { U } | U | C1; C2

This syntax focuses on only the unitary fragment of OpenQASM. It also ignores gates parameterized
by real numbers in favor of built-in gates. For example, instead of the unitary U gate that takes three
real parameters, this syntax uses the Hadamard (H) gate from the OpenQASM standard library. This
is a deliberate choice for the purpose of translation as most OpenQASM programs are written using
the common gates de�ned in the standard library. Other single-qubit gates are similar modulo their
matrix representation.
Even though we show a restricted syntax here, OpenQASM is clearly a much larger language

than s���. Speci�cally, compared to s���, it requires declaration of qubit registers before being able
to refer to qubits. Further, it allows user-de�ned unitary gates.

2.2.2 Semantics. To give a denotational semantics to OpenQASM, we also need the following
semantic domains that represent values and are not part of the surface syntax:

Loc, l LocArray, (lj , . . . , lk ) Gate, �(x1, . . . , xn).U

Locations correspond to individual qubits. LocArray similarly correspond to the locations that a
register of qubit binds. User-de�ned gates correspond to functions. We de�ne values, environments
and quantum states with the following domain equations:

OpenQASMa

OpenQASM is a larger language 
that supports declaring qubit registers  
and user-defined gates

SQIR

Dra� paper, November 22, 2019, K. Hietala, R. Rand, S. Hung, X. Wu & M. Hicks

nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

G ∶∶= H � CNOT

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit
controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [12]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation

{�skip�}d(�) = �{�P1; P2�}d(�) = ({�P2�}d ○ {�P1�}d)(�)
{�U �}d(�) = nU od × � × nU o†d{�meas q P1 P2�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�0�q�0� × � × �0�q�0�)+ {�P1�}d(�1�q�1� × � × �1�q�1�)

Figure 4. s��� density matrix semantics, assuming a global
register of size d .

of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar construct in
QPL [41]) measures the qubit q and either performs program
P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-branching
measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms of branch-
ing measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [33, 50]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
Since the density matrix semantics denotes programs as

functions over matrices, we say that two programs P1 and
P2 are equivalent if for every input �, {�P1�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�).
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s��� uses a global register of size dim to represent quantum state. Gates are then applied to the
indices into that register. The denotation of gate application in s��� is the unitary matrix produced
after padding the gate matrix with identity operations (I) for all other qubits. For example:

apply1(dim, H,q) = (I⌦q ⌦ H ⌦ I⌦dim�q�1)

s��� is parameterized by a set of unitary gates on one to three qubits. Above we only show a
sample gate set of H and CNOT but in the formalization we use the standard Cli�ord+T set recognized
by the ���� optimizer. Whenever it is given a universal gate set, s��� can express any �nite quantum
circuit.

2.2 OpenQASM
OpenQASM [Cross et al. 2017] is the most commonly used low-level quantum representation in
practical use. Many major quantum programming languages and frameworks such as Q#, PyZX,
Qiskit and Cirq target OpenQASM [Huisman 2018; LaRose 2019] as an intermediate representation
to execute code on real machines [Wille et al. 2019].

We observe that at their core, OpenQASM and s��� are very similar languages but di�er in one
key aspect. Namely, s��� assumes a global, indexed register that makes it easy to refer to any qubit
available to the program with its unique index; while OpenQASM uses abstract identi�ers that
need to be declared and looked up.
To verify correctness of a translation from/to OpenQASM, we must develop a denotational

semantics for the language, which lacks one despite its pervasiveness. Amy [2019] provides an
operational semantics for a subset of the language which we use as a starting point.

2.2.1 Syntax. We employ the following syntax of OpenQASM, following Amy [2019]:

Identi�er x
Index i
Expression E ::= x | x[i]
Unitary Statement U ::= H(E) | CX(E1, E2) | E(E1, . . . , En) | U1; U2
Command C ::= qreg x[i] | gate x(x1, . . . , xn) { U } | U | C1; C2

This syntax focuses on only the unitary fragment of OpenQASM. It also ignores gates parameterized
by real numbers in favor of built-in gates. For example, instead of the unitary U gate that takes three
real parameters, this syntax uses the Hadamard (H) gate from the OpenQASM standard library. This
is a deliberate choice for the purpose of translation as most OpenQASM programs are written using
the common gates de�ned in the standard library. Other single-qubit gates are similar modulo their
matrix representation.
Even though we show a restricted syntax here, OpenQASM is clearly a much larger language

than s���. Speci�cally, compared to s���, it requires declaration of qubit registers before being able
to refer to qubits. Further, it allows user-de�ned unitary gates.

2.2.2 Semantics. To give a denotational semantics to OpenQASM, we also need the following
semantic domains that represent values and are not part of the surface syntax:

Loc, l LocArray, (lj , . . . , lk ) Gate, �(x1, . . . , xn).U

Locations correspond to individual qubits. LocArray similarly correspond to the locations that a
register of qubit binds. User-de�ned gates correspond to functions. We de�ne values, environments
and quantum states with the following domain equations:
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

G ∶∶= H � CNOT

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit
controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [12]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation

{�skip�}d(�) = �{�P1; P2�}d(�) = ({�P2�}d ○ {�P1�}d)(�)
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Figure 4. s��� density matrix semantics, assuming a global
register of size d .

of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar construct in
QPL [41]) measures the qubit q and either performs program
P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-branching
measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms of branch-
ing measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [33, 50]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
Since the density matrix semantics denotes programs as

functions over matrices, we say that two programs P1 and
P2 are equivalent if for every input �, {�P1�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�).
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to execute code on real machines [Wille et al. 2019].
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key aspect. Namely, s��� assumes a global, indexed register that makes it easy to refer to any qubit
available to the program with its unique index; while OpenQASM uses abstract identi�ers that
need to be declared and looked up.
To verify correctness of a translation from/to OpenQASM, we must develop a denotational

semantics for the language, which lacks one despite its pervasiveness. Amy [2019] provides an
operational semantics for a subset of the language which we use as a starting point.

2.2.1 Syntax. We employ the following syntax of OpenQASM, following Amy [2019]:

Identi�er x
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This syntax focuses on only the unitary fragment of OpenQASM. It also ignores gates parameterized
by real numbers in favor of built-in gates. For example, instead of the unitary U gate that takes three
real parameters, this syntax uses the Hadamard (H) gate from the OpenQASM standard library. This
is a deliberate choice for the purpose of translation as most OpenQASM programs are written using
the common gates de�ned in the standard library. Other single-qubit gates are similar modulo their
matrix representation.
Even though we show a restricted syntax here, OpenQASM is clearly a much larger language

than s���. Speci�cally, compared to s���, it requires declaration of qubit registers before being able
to refer to qubits. Further, it allows user-de�ned unitary gates.

2.2.2 Semantics. To give a denotational semantics to OpenQASM, we also need the following
semantic domains that represent values and are not part of the surface syntax:

Loc, l LocArray, (lj , . . . , lk ) Gate, �(x1, . . . , xn).U

Locations correspond to individual qubits. LocArray similarly correspond to the locations that a
register of qubit binds. User-de�ned gates correspond to functions. We de�ne values, environments
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
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Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

G ∶∶= H � CNOT

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit
controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [12]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation

{�skip�}d(�) = �{�P1; P2�}d(�) = ({�P2�}d ○ {�P1�}d)(�)
{�U �}d(�) = nU od × � × nU o†d{�meas q P1 P2�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�0�q�0� × � × �0�q�0�)+ {�P1�}d(�1�q�1� × � × �1�q�1�)

Figure 4. s��� density matrix semantics, assuming a global
register of size d .

of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar construct in
QPL [41]) measures the qubit q and either performs program
P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-branching
measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms of branch-
ing measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [33, 50]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
Since the density matrix semantics denotes programs as

functions over matrices, we say that two programs P1 and
P2 are equivalent if for every input �, {�P1�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�).
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s��� uses a global register of size dim to represent quantum state. Gates are then applied to the
indices into that register. The denotation of gate application in s��� is the unitary matrix produced
after padding the gate matrix with identity operations (I) for all other qubits. For example:

apply1(dim, H,q) = (I⌦q ⌦ H ⌦ I⌦dim�q�1)

s��� is parameterized by a set of unitary gates on one to three qubits. Above we only show a
sample gate set of H and CNOT but in the formalization we use the standard Cli�ord+T set recognized
by the ���� optimizer. Whenever it is given a universal gate set, s��� can express any �nite quantum
circuit.

2.2 OpenQASM
OpenQASM [Cross et al. 2017] is the most commonly used low-level quantum representation in
practical use. Many major quantum programming languages and frameworks such as Q#, PyZX,
Qiskit and Cirq target OpenQASM [Huisman 2018; LaRose 2019] as an intermediate representation
to execute code on real machines [Wille et al. 2019].

We observe that at their core, OpenQASM and s��� are very similar languages but di�er in one
key aspect. Namely, s��� assumes a global, indexed register that makes it easy to refer to any qubit
available to the program with its unique index; while OpenQASM uses abstract identi�ers that
need to be declared and looked up.
To verify correctness of a translation from/to OpenQASM, we must develop a denotational

semantics for the language, which lacks one despite its pervasiveness. Amy [2019] provides an
operational semantics for a subset of the language which we use as a starting point.

2.2.1 Syntax. We employ the following syntax of OpenQASM, following Amy [2019]:

Identi�er x
Index i
Expression E ::= x | x[i]
Unitary Statement U ::= H(E) | CX(E1, E2) | E(E1, . . . , En) | U1; U2
Command C ::= qreg x[i] | gate x(x1, . . . , xn) { U } | U | C1; C2

This syntax focuses on only the unitary fragment of OpenQASM. It also ignores gates parameterized
by real numbers in favor of built-in gates. For example, instead of the unitary U gate that takes three
real parameters, this syntax uses the Hadamard (H) gate from the OpenQASM standard library. This
is a deliberate choice for the purpose of translation as most OpenQASM programs are written using
the common gates de�ned in the standard library. Other single-qubit gates are similar modulo their
matrix representation.
Even though we show a restricted syntax here, OpenQASM is clearly a much larger language

than s���. Speci�cally, compared to s���, it requires declaration of qubit registers before being able
to refer to qubits. Further, it allows user-de�ned unitary gates.

2.2.2 Semantics. To give a denotational semantics to OpenQASM, we also need the following
semantic domains that represent values and are not part of the surface syntax:

Loc, l LocArray, (lj , . . . , lk ) Gate, �(x1, . . . , xn).U

Locations correspond to individual qubits. LocArray similarly correspond to the locations that a
register of qubit binds. User-de�ned gates correspond to functions. We de�ne values, environments
and quantum states with the following domain equations:

OpenQASMa

OpenQASM is a larger language 
that supports declaring qubit registers  
and user-defined gates
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

G ∶∶= H � CNOT

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit
controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [12]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation

{�skip�}d(�) = �{�P1; P2�}d(�) = ({�P2�}d ○ {�P1�}d)(�)
{�U �}d(�) = nU od × � × nU o†d{�meas q P1 P2�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�0�q�0� × � × �0�q�0�)+ {�P1�}d(�1�q�1� × � × �1�q�1�)

Figure 4. s��� density matrix semantics, assuming a global
register of size d .

of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar construct in
QPL [41]) measures the qubit q and either performs program
P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-branching
measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms of branch-
ing measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [33, 50]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
Since the density matrix semantics denotes programs as

functions over matrices, we say that two programs P1 and
P2 are equivalent if for every input �, {�P1�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�).
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s��� uses a global register of size dim to represent quantum state. Gates are then applied to the
indices into that register. The denotation of gate application in s��� is the unitary matrix produced
after padding the gate matrix with identity operations (I) for all other qubits. For example:

apply1(dim, H,q) = (I⌦q ⌦ H ⌦ I⌦dim�q�1)

s��� is parameterized by a set of unitary gates on one to three qubits. Above we only show a
sample gate set of H and CNOT but in the formalization we use the standard Cli�ord+T set recognized
by the ���� optimizer. Whenever it is given a universal gate set, s��� can express any �nite quantum
circuit.

2.2 OpenQASM
OpenQASM [Cross et al. 2017] is the most commonly used low-level quantum representation in
practical use. Many major quantum programming languages and frameworks such as Q#, PyZX,
Qiskit and Cirq target OpenQASM [Huisman 2018; LaRose 2019] as an intermediate representation
to execute code on real machines [Wille et al. 2019].

We observe that at their core, OpenQASM and s��� are very similar languages but di�er in one
key aspect. Namely, s��� assumes a global, indexed register that makes it easy to refer to any qubit
available to the program with its unique index; while OpenQASM uses abstract identi�ers that
need to be declared and looked up.
To verify correctness of a translation from/to OpenQASM, we must develop a denotational

semantics for the language, which lacks one despite its pervasiveness. Amy [2019] provides an
operational semantics for a subset of the language which we use as a starting point.

2.2.1 Syntax. We employ the following syntax of OpenQASM, following Amy [2019]:

Identi�er x
Index i
Expression E ::= x | x[i]
Unitary Statement U ::= H(E) | CX(E1, E2) | E(E1, . . . , En) | U1; U2
Command C ::= qreg x[i] | gate x(x1, . . . , xn) { U } | U | C1; C2

This syntax focuses on only the unitary fragment of OpenQASM. It also ignores gates parameterized
by real numbers in favor of built-in gates. For example, instead of the unitary U gate that takes three
real parameters, this syntax uses the Hadamard (H) gate from the OpenQASM standard library. This
is a deliberate choice for the purpose of translation as most OpenQASM programs are written using
the common gates de�ned in the standard library. Other single-qubit gates are similar modulo their
matrix representation.
Even though we show a restricted syntax here, OpenQASM is clearly a much larger language

than s���. Speci�cally, compared to s���, it requires declaration of qubit registers before being able
to refer to qubits. Further, it allows user-de�ned unitary gates.

2.2.2 Semantics. To give a denotational semantics to OpenQASM, we also need the following
semantic domains that represent values and are not part of the surface syntax:

Loc, l LocArray, (lj , . . . , lk ) Gate, �(x1, . . . , xn).U

Locations correspond to individual qubits. LocArray similarly correspond to the locations that a
register of qubit binds. User-de�ned gates correspond to functions. We de�ne values, environments
and quantum states with the following domain equations:
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

G ∶∶= H � CNOT

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R� ,� ,�, CNOT} where R� ,� ,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit
controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [12]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation

{�skip�}d(�) = �{�P1; P2�}d(�) = ({�P2�}d ○ {�P1�}d)(�)
{�U �}d(�) = nU od × � × nU o†d{�meas q P1 P2�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�0�q�0� × � × �0�q�0�)+ {�P1�}d(�1�q�1� × � × �1�q�1�)

Figure 4. s��� density matrix semantics, assuming a global
register of size d .

of the single-qubit R� ,� ,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R� ,� ,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar construct in
QPL [41]) measures the qubit q and either performs program
P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-branching
measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms of branch-
ing measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [33, 50]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
Since the density matrix semantics denotes programs as

functions over matrices, we say that two programs P1 and
P2 are equivalent if for every input �, {�P1�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�).
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nU1; U2od = nU2od × nU1od

nG1 qod =
�������
appl�1(G1, q, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

nG2 q1 q2od =
�������
appl�2(G2, q1, q2, d) well-typed
02d otherwise

Figure 3. Semantics of unitary s��� programs, assuming a
global register of dimension d . The appl�k function maps a
gate name to its corresponding unitary matrix and extends
the intended operation to the given dimension by applying
an identity operation on every other qubit in the system. For
example, appl�1(X , q, d) = I2q ⊗ �x ⊗ I2(d−q−1) where �x is
the matrix interpretation of the X gate.

3.1 Unitary Core
s��� is a language for describing quantum programs that
is deeply embedded in the Coq proof assistant. In s���, a
qubit is referred to by a natural number that indices into a
global register of quantum bits. Unitary s��� programs allow
sequencing and unitary gate application to one or two qubits,
drawing from a �xed set of gates.

U ∶=U1; U2 �G q �G q1 q2

Each s��� program is parameterized by a unitary gate set
(from which G is drawn) and the dimension of the global
register (i.e., the number of available qubits).

A unitary programU iswell-typed if every gate application
is valid. A gate application is valid if all of its arguments are
in-bounds indices into the global register, and no index is
repeated. This second requirement enforces linearity and
thereby quantum mechanics’ no-cloning theorem.
The semantics of unitary s��� programs is shown in Fig-

ure 3. If a program is not well-typed, its denotation is the
zero matrix. The advantage of this de�nition is that it allows
us to reference the denotation of a program without explic-
itly assuming or (re)proving that the program is well-typed,
thus removing clutter from theorems and proofs.

When a program is well-typed, computing its denotation
requires a matrix interpretation for every unitary gate G.
In our development we de�ne the semantics of s��� pro-
grams over the gate set {R�,�,� , CNOT} where R�,�,� is a
general single-qubit rotation parameterized by three real-
valued rotation angles and CNOT is the standard two-qubit
controlled-not gate. We refer to this gate set as the base set.
It is the same as the underlying set used by OpenQASM [12]
and is universal, meaning that it can approximate any unitary
operation to within arbitrary error. Thematrix interpretation
of the single-qubit R�,�,� gate is

� cos(��2) −ei� sin(��2)
ei� sin(��2) ei(�+�) cos(��2)�

{�skip�}d(�) = �{�P1; P2�}d(�) = ({�P2�}d ○ {�P1�}d)(�)
{�U �}d(�) = nU od × � × nU o†d{�meas q P1 P2�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�0�q�0� × � × �0�q�0�)+ {�P1�}d(�1�q�1� × � × �1�q�1�)

Figure 4. s��� density matrix semantics, assuming a global
register of size d .

and the matrix interpretation of the CNOT gate is given in
Section 2.1.
Common single-qubit gates can be de�ned in terms of

R�,�,� . For example, the identity I is R0,0,0; the Hadamard H
gate is R� �2,0,� ; the Pauli X gate is R� ,0,� and the Pauli Z
gate is R0,0,� . We can also de�ne more complex operations
as s��� programs. For example the SWAP operation, which
swaps two qubits, is a sequence of three CNOT gates.

We say that two unitary programs are equivalent, written
U1 ≡ U2, if their denotation is the same, i.e., nU1od = nU2od .
For verifying equivalence of quantumprograms, however, we
will often want something more general since �� � and ei� �� �
(for� ∈ R) represent the same physical state.We therefore say
that two circuits are equivalent up to a global phase, written
U1 ≅U2, when there exists a � such that nU1od = ei� nU2od .

3.2 Adding Measurement
To describe general quantum programs P , we extend unitary
s��� with a branching measurement operation.

P ∶= skip � P1; P2 �U � meas q P1 P2

The command meas q P1 P2 (inspired by a similar construct in
QPL [41]) measures the qubit q and either performs program
P1 or P2 depending on the result. We de�ne non-branching
measurement and resetting a qubit to �0� in terms of branch-
ing measurement:

measure q = meas q skip skip

reset q = meas q (X q) skip
Figure 4 de�nes the semantics of non-unitary programs

in terms of density matrices, following the approach of sev-
eral previous e�orts [33, 50]. The density matrix semantics
encodes di�erent measurement outcomes as a probability
distribution. We also provide a non-deterministic semantics
in Appendix A.4, which is sometimes more convenient.
Since the density matrix semantics denotes programs as

functions over matrices, we say that two programs P1 and
P2 are equivalent if for every input �, {�P1�}d(�) = {�P2�}d(�).
3.3 Example
Recall the GHZ preparation example from Section 2. The
following Coq function GHZ recursively constructs an n-qubit
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Value V = Location, l + Loc. Array, (lj , . . . , lk )
+ Unitary Gate, �(x1, . . . , xn).U

Environment � = Identi�er! Value
Quantum State |� i = 2d -dimension complex vector

Here |� i is a vector in a 2m-dimension complex Hilbert space, representing the complete quantum
state available to a program. For a given program, the size of the vector is determined bym =

Õ
ni

where ni are the sizes of each of the declared quantum registers.
Similar to the semantics of s���, we need padding functions that are used to determine the

modi�ed quantum state after applying a unitary operation to the given location(s), for example:

apply(H , |� i , l) = (I ⌦l ⌦ H ⌦ I ⌦m�l�1) |� i
This manipulation of global quantum state is necessary as quantum computing inherently

involves non-local e�ects such as entanglement.
We can now specify semantic functions for each of the three syntactic classes:

(| � |)E : E ⇥ � ! V

(| � |)U : U ⇥ � ⇥ |� i ! |� 0i

(| � |)C : C ⇥ � ⇥ |� i ! � 0 ⇥ |� 0i

(| � |)E : E ⇥ � ! V
(| � |)U : U ⇥ � ⇥ |� i ! |� 0i
(| � |)C : C ⇥ � ⇥ |� i ! � 0 ⇥ |� 0i

Expressions need an environment to return bound values. Unitary statements require an environ-
ment and the complete quantum state but only manipulate the quantum state. Finally, commands
can manipulate both the environment (by declaring new registers or gates) and quantum states.

We elide formal details of denotations in this paper but they are essentially obtained by converting
the big-step operational semantics for OpenQASM presented by Amy [2019] to a denotational style.
More details will be made available in an upcoming full-length version of this paper.

Semantic clauses:
(|x |)E (� ) = {� (x) | x 2 dom(� )}

(|x[i]|)E (� ) = {li | (|x |)E (� ) = (lj , . . . , lk ) & j  i  k & o�set(x, i) = li }
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(|CX(E1, E2)|)U (� , |� i) = {apply(CNOT , |� i , [l1, l2]) | (|E1 |)E (� ) = l1 & (|E2 |)E (� ) = l2}
(|E(E1, . . . , En)|)U (� , |� i) = {(|U [E1/x1, . . . , En/xn]|)U (� , |� i) | (|E |)E (� ) = �(x1, . . . , xn).U }

(|U1; U2 |)U (� , |� i) = {U2(� ,U1(� , |� i))}
(|qreg x[i]|)C (� , |� i) = {� [x 7! (l0, . . . , ln�1)], |� i where li are all fresh locations}

(|gate x(x1, . . . , xn)|)C (� , |� i) = {� [x 7! �(x1, . . . , xn).U ], |� i}
(|C1; C2 |)C (� , |� i) = {((|C2 |)C � (|C1 |)C )(� , |� i)}

2.3 Translation and Correctness
To translate from OpenQASM to s���, we maintain state that lets us map from a named register
and index in OpenQASM into an index for the global register of s���. For the reverse direction,
since s��� does not have identi�ers, we default to declaring a single qubit register while translating
into OpenQASM. This way we get a clean translation using structural induction over the abstract
syntax of both languages.
We want to show that the translations from s��� to OpenQASM (which we will call f ) and

OpenQASM to s��� (�) are semantics preserving:

Expressions need environment  
and return bound values

Unitary statements modify 
quantum state

Commands modify both 
environment and quantum state
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Finally, we would also like to see that if we convert from one language to another and back, we
obtain the identity function:

8x 2 L(s���), �(f (x)) = x (3)

It is very easy to use our translation to obtain the original program written in s��� and hence the
composition of � and f is equivalent to identity function. But a similar statement for translating
OpenQASM to s��� and back does not hold. This is because of the lack of identi�ers in s���. Our
translation to s��� is necessarily forgetful and hence, when we translate the program back to
OpenQASM, we lose some of the structure of the original program.
We use ocamllex (the OCaml lexer generator) and the Menhir parser generator [Pottier and

Régis-Gianas 2019] to write a feature-complete parser for OpenQASM. We then translate the
unitary fragment of OpenQASM to that of s���. Our open source implementation and ongoing
mechanization is available on GitHub.1

3 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Even though there exist veri�ed quantum circuit generation languages like Q���� [Paykin et al.
2017; Rand et al. 2017] and s��� and the veri�ed optimizing compiler ����, these are not yet widely
adopted by practitioners. As we head into the age of quantum computing, it will be ideal to have a
complete compilation stack that comes with mechanized proofs of correctness.
To bridge this gap, we present a veri�ed translator between two low-level quantum languages,

one used widely in the industry and another used for veri�ed optimization in a research setting.
In the process, we observe that the two languages line up well, but not perfectly and develop a
denotational semantics for OpenQASM based on Amy [2019]. We prove a correctness property for
our translation pertaining to this semantics and s���’s denotational semantics.

Note that in this presentation we focused on the unitary fragment of both OpenQASM and s���.
The next logical step is to also prove correctness of translation between the non-unitary fragments.

Additional steps toward a fully veri�ed quantum compilation stack include validating our parser
against the OpenQASM speci�cation [Cross et al. 2017]. Jourdan et al. [2012] present a technique
for validating LR(1) parsers which has been implemented as the Coq back-end for the Menhir parser
generator. This back-end is used to generate the parser for the CompCert veri�ed C compiler [Leroy
2009]. We believe that it should be fairly straightforward to rewrite our implementation that
currently targets Menhir’s OCaml backend into that for the Coq backend. Such a validated parser
for OpenQASM would be another major component in the veri�ed compilation toolchain for
Quantum Computing. Another goal is to verify that a translation from Q���� to s��� is semantics
preserving, allowing us to write programs in a safe higher-level language and safely compile them
to s��� or OpenQASM.
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(1), we create a single qubit register “q” of sizem (dim of s���) to serve as the quantum state |� i and
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Conforms to OpenQASM specb


Uses OCamllex and Menhir parser generator


Available now as an OCaml library on 
OPAM package repository:


opam install openQASM

bCross et al. Open Quantum Assembly Language. arXiv:1707.03429

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.03429


Ongoing and Future Work

• We’re always looking for more transformations to verify

• Optimization from other compilers (incl. error aware)

• More sophisticated circuit mapping

• Compilation of classical circuits


• Performance improvements; evaluations on larger sets of 
benchmarks


• Larger verified toolchain

• Translation and verification of non-unitary fragments

• Validate our OpenQASM parser using Menhir’s Coq backend

• Verify translation from high-level languages such as QWIRE
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Conclusions

• We have developed a compiler VOQC and an IR SQIR, both 
implemented and verified in Coq

• Performance is comparable to state-of-the-art compilers


• We have also taken steps to ease interoperability with industry 
toolchains with translation from and to OpenQASM


• Lots of ongoing work, let us know if you’re interested!


• Code:

•github.com/inQWIRE/SQIR
• github.com/inQWIRE/openqasm-parser 

• Draft of VOQC paper: cs.umd.edu/~mwh/papers/voqc-draft.pdf
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https://github.com/inQWIRE/SQIR
http://github.com/inQWIRE/openqasm-parser
https://www.cs.umd.edu/~mwh/papers/voqc-draft.pdf

